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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we propose a variation of the use of Murakami’s zig-zag theory for the analysis of laminated 
plates. The new theory accounts for through-the-thickness deformation, by considering a quadratic 
evolution of the transverse displacement with the thickness coordinate. The equations of motion and the 
boundary conditions are obtained by the Carrera’s U n i ﬁed Formulation, and further interpolated by 
collocation with radial basis functions. This paper considers the analysis of static deformations, free 
vibrations and buckling loads on laminated composite plates.
 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The material properties of sandwich or layered composite lami-
nates may present signiﬁcant variations, which produce a disconti-
nuity of the displacement at each layer interface, as seen in Fig. 1.
This is also known as zig-zag (ZZ) effect in laminated structures. 
An historical review on zig-zag theories has been provided by 
Carrera (2003).
Such discontinuities make difﬁcult the use of classical theories 
such as Kirchhoff (1850) or Reissner (1945); Mindlin (1951) type 
theories (to trace accurate responses of sandwich structures, see 
the books by Zenkert (1995), and Vinson (1999)). The so called 
layerwise models in which the number of degrees-of-freedom 
increases with the increase in the number of layers, can be used to 
capture the above ZZ effect (see the overviews by Burton and Noor 
(1995), Noor et al. (1996), Altenbach (1998), Librescu and Hause 
(2000), Vinson (2001), and Demasi (2008a)). However, these 
models can be computational expensive, for laminates with large 
number of layers.
In the framework of mixed multi-layered plate theories, 
Murakami (1986) proposed a zig-zag function (ZZF) that is able to
reproduce the slope discontinuity for displacements. Equivalent 
single layer models with only displacement unknowns can be 
developed on the basis of ZZF, containing a zig-zag function that 
incorporates such discontinuity. A review of early developments in 
the application of ZZF has been provided in the review article by 
Carrera (2001). The advantages of using the ZZF to analyse multi-
layered anisotropic plate and shells as well as the Finite Element 
implementation have been discussed by Carrera (2004).
In the present work the attention is restricted to the application 
of ZZF to bending, vibration and buckling analysis of laminated 
plates by collocation with radial basis functions. A new displace-
ment theory is used, introducing a quadratic variation in z of the 
transverse displacements. This can be seen as a variation of the 
Murakami’s ZZ displacement ﬁeld (MZZF) (Murakami, 1986). 
Further studies on the use of MZZF have been documented in 
Carrera (2004), Demasi (2008b), Brischetto et al. (2009).
Recently, radial basis functions (RBFs) have enjoyed 
considerable success and research as a technique for interpolating 
data and functions. A radial basis function, fðkx  xjkÞ is a spline 
that depends on the Euclidian n -dimensional distance between N 
distinct data centers xj; j ¼ 1; 2; .; N˛Rn, also called nodal or 
collocation points. Although most work to date on RBFs relates to 
scattered data approximation and in general to interpolation 
theory, there has recently been an increased interest in their use for 
solving partial
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Radial basis functions collocation and a uniﬁed formulation 
for bending, vibration and buckling analysis of laminated 
plates, according to a variation of Murakami’s zig-zag 
theory
differential equations (PDEs). This approach, which approximates 
the whole solution of the PDE directly using RBFs, is truly a mesh-
free technique. Kansa (1990) introduced the concept of solving PDEs 
by an unsymmetric RBF collocation method based upon the MQ 
interpolation functions, in which the shape parameter may vary 
across the problem domain. The use of alternative methods to the 
Finite Element Methods for the analysis of plates, such as the 
meshless methods based on radial basis functions, is attractive due 
to the absence of a mesh and the ease of collocation methods. The 
use of radial basis function for the analysis of structures and mate-
rials has been previously studied by numerous authors (Hon et al., 
1997; Hon et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2002; Liu and Gu, 2001; Liu 
and Wang, 2002; Wang and Liu, 2002; Chen et al., 2003; Dai et al., 
2004; Liu and Chen, 2002; Liew et al., 2004; Huang and Li, 2004; 
Liu et al., 2002; Xiang et al., 2009, 2010). A very interesting new 
technique that may provide excellent results for laminated plates in 
a near future was recently proposed by Liu et al. (Liu and Nguyen 
Thoi Trung, 2010; Liu et al., 2009; Nguyen-Xuan et al., 2009a, 
2009b; Nguyen-Thoi et al., 2009, 2010). The authors have recently 
applied the RBF collocation to the static deformations of composite 
beams and plates (Ferreira, 2003a, 2003b; Ferreira et al., 2003). 
Although the present paper addresses linear problems only, exten-
sion to non-linear problems is possible as shown in works of Hon and 
colleagues (Wen and Hon, 2007).
In this paper it is investigated for the ﬁrst time how the Uniﬁed
Formulation can be combined with radial basis functions to the
analysis of thick laminated plates, using a variation of the Mur-
akami’s zig-zag function, allowing for through-the-thickness
deformations. Also, a new expansion of displacements is presented
for the ﬁrst time. This new approach represents a variation of the
Murakami’s original displacement ﬁeld. The Uniﬁed Formulation
gives a uniﬁed treatment to all variables (in this case, displacement
ﬁeld variables), allowing a systematic and fast derivation of equi-
librium equation, regardless of number of degrees-of-freedom. The
quality of the present method in predicting static deformations,
free vibrations and buckling loads of thin and thick laminated
plates is compared and discussed with other methods in some
numerical examples.
2. The new zig-zag function
Let us consider a laminated plate composed of perfectly bonded 
layers, being z the thickness coordinate of the whole plate while zk
is the layer thickness coordinate. a and h are length and thickness 
of the square laminated plate, respectively. The adimensioned layer 
coordinate zk ¼ (2zk)/hk is further introduced (hk is the thickness of 
the kth layer). The Murakami’s zig-zag function Z(z) was deﬁned 
according to the following formula (Murakami, 1986)
ZðzÞ ¼ ð1Þkzk (1)
Z(z) has the following properties:
(1) It is a piece-wise linear function of layer coordinates z(k),
(2) Z(z) has unit amplitude for the whole layers,
(3) the slope Z0(z)¼ dZ/dz assumes opposite sign between two-
adjacent layers. Its amplitude is layer thickness independent.
A possible ﬁrst order shear deformation theory (FSDT) has been 
investigated by Carrera (2004) and Demasi (2008), ignoring the 
through-the-thickness deformations:
u ¼ u0 þ zu1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

uZ (2)
v ¼ v0 þ zv1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

vZ (3)
w ¼ w0 (4)
The additional degrees-of-freedom uZ,vz have a meaning of
displacement, and its amplitude is layer independent.
A reﬁnement of FSDT by inclusion of ZZ effects and transverse
normal strains was introduced in Murakami’s original ZZF, deﬁned
by the following displacement ﬁeld:
u ¼ u0 þ zu1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

uZ (5)
v ¼ v0 þ zv1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

vZ (6)
w ¼ w0 þ zw1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

wZ (7)
The present ZZF theory involves the following (new) expansion
of displacements
u ¼ u0 þ zu1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

uZ (8)
v ¼ v0 þ zv1 þ ð1Þk
2
hk

z 1
2
ðzk þ zkþ1Þ

vZ (9)
w ¼ w0 þ zw1 þ z2w2 (10)
where zk,zkþ1 are the bottom and top z-coordinates at each layer.
This represents a variation of the Murakami’s original theory,
Fig. 1. Scheme of the zig-zag assumptions for a three-layered laminate: evolution of displacements in the thickness direction.
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allowing for a quadratic evolution of the transverse displacement in
the thickness direction.
3. The uniﬁed formulation
The Uniﬁed Formulation (UF) proposed by Carrera (2001, 
1996,1998), Carrera and Kroplin (1997), also known as CUF, is a 
powerful framework for the analysis of beams, plates and shells. 
This formulation has been applied in several ﬁnite element anal-
yses, either using the Principle of Virtual Displacements, or by 
using the Reissner’s Mixed Variational theorem. The stiffness 
matrix components, the external force terms or the inertia terms 
can be obtained directly with this UF, irrespective of the shear 
deformation theory being considered.
In this section the Carrera’s U n i ﬁed formulation (Carrera, 
2001; Carrera, 1996; Carrera and Kroplin, 1997; Carrera, 1998) is 
brieﬂy reviewed. It is shown how to obtain the fundamental nuclei, 
which allows the derivation of the equations of motion and 
boundary conditions, in weak form for the ﬁnite element analysis; 
and in strong form for the present RBF collocation.
3.1. Governing equations and boundary conditions in the
framework of uniﬁed formulation
Although one can use the UF for a one-layer, isotropic plate,
a multi-layered plate with Nl layers is considered. The Principle of
Virtual Displacements (PVD) for the pure-mechanical case reads:
XNl
k¼1
Z
Uk
Z
Ak
n
dekpGTs
k
pC þ deknGTsknC
o
dUkdz ¼
XNl
k¼1
dLke (11)
where Uk and Ak are the integration domains in plane (x,y) and z
direction, respectively. Here, k indicates the layer and T the trans-
pose of a vector, and dLek is the external virtual work for the k th
layer. G means geometrical relations and C constitutive equations.
The steps to obtain the governing equations are:
 Substitution of the geometrical relations (subscript G)
 Substitution of the appropriate constitutive equations
(subscript C)
 Introduction of the Uniﬁed Formulation
Stresses and strains are separated into in-plane and through-
the-thickness components, denoted respectively by the subscripts
p and n. Themechanical strains in the k th layer can be related to the
displacement ﬁeld uk¼ {uxk,uyk,uzk} via the geometrical relations:
ekpG ¼
h
exx; eyy;gxy
ikT ¼ Dkpuk;
eknG ¼
h
gxz;gyz; ezz
ikT ¼ ðDknp þ DknzÞuk; (12)
wherein the differential operator arrays are deﬁned as follows:
Dkp ¼
2
4vx 0 00 vy 0
vy vx 0
3
5;Dknp ¼
2
40 0 vx0 0 vy
0 0 0
3
5;Dknz ¼
2
4vz 0 00 vz 0
0 0 vz
3
5; (13)
The 3D constitutive equations are given as:
skpC ¼ CkppekpG þ CkpneknG
sknC ¼ CknpekpG þ CknneknG
(14)
with
Ckpp ¼
2
4C11 C12 C16C12 C22 C26
C16 C26 C66
3
5Ckpn ¼
2
40 0 C130 0 C23
0 0 C36
3
5
Cknp ¼
2
4 0 0 00 0 0
C13 C23 C36
3
5Cknn ¼
2
4C55 C45 0C45 C44 0
0 0 C33
3
5
(15)
According to the Uniﬁed Formulation by Carrera, the three
displacement components ux, uy and uz and their relative variations
can be modelled as:
ux;uy;uz
 ¼ Fsuxs;uys;uzs dux; duy; duz
¼ Fs

duxs; duys; duzs

(16)
with Taylor expansions from ﬁrst up to 4th order: F0¼ z0¼1,
F1¼ z1¼ z,., FN¼ zN,., F4¼ z4 if an Equivalent Single Layer (ESL)
approach is used.
In Fig. 2 it is shown the assembling procedures on layer k for ESL 
approach. It is shown that after the computation of the contribution of 
individual layers the assembly process is linked to the same degrees-
of-freedom. A different approach is performed in layerwise theories, 
where the assembly process is linked to degrees-of-freedom that 
are connected to individual layers (see Carrera (2004) for more det 
ail).  .Substituting the geometrical relations, the constitutive equa-
tions and the uniﬁed formulation into the variational statement
PVD, for the k th layer, one has:Z
Uk
Z
Ak
h
DkpFsdu
k
s
T
CkppD
k
pFsu
k
sþCkpn

DknUþDknz

Fsuks

þ

DknUþDknzÞFsduks
T
CknpD
k
pFsu
k
s þCknn

DknUþDknz

Fsuks
i
dUkdz¼ dLke ð17Þ
At this point, the formula of integration by parts is applied:Z
Uk

ðDUÞdak
T
akdUk ¼ 
Z
Uk
dak
T

DTU

ak

dUk
þ
Z
Gk
dak
T

ðIUÞak

dGk ð18Þ
Fig. 2. Assembling procedure for ESL approach.
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where the I
U
matrix is obtained applying the Divergence theorem:
Z
U
vj
vxi
dy ¼
I
G
nijds (19)
In (19) ni are the components of the normal bn to the boundary along
the direction i. After integration by parts, the governing equations
and boundary conditions for the plate in the mechanical case are
obtained:Z
Uk
Z
Ak

duks
ThDkpTCkppðDkpþ CkpnDknU þ Dknz
þ

 DknU þ Dknz
T
Cknp

Dkp

þ Cknn

DknU þ Dknz

FsFsuks
i
dxdydzþ
Z
Uk
Z
Ak

dukS
T
IkTp

Ckpp

Dkp

þCkpn

DknU þ Dknz

þIkTnp

Cknp

Dkp

þ Cknn

DknU þ Dknz

FsFsuks
i
dxdydz
¼
Z
Uk
dukTs Fsp
k
udUk: (20)
where Ipk and Inpk depend on the boundary geometry:
Ikp ¼
2
4 nx 0 00 ny 0
ny nx 0
3
5; Iknp ¼
2
40 0 nx0 0 ny
0 0 0
3
5: (21)
The normal to the boundary of domain U is:
bn ¼ nxny
	
¼

cosð4xÞ
cos

4y
 	 (22)
where 4x and 4y are the angles between the normal bn and the
direction x and y respectively.
The governing equations for a multi-layered plate subjected to
mechanical loadings are:
duk
T
s : K
kss
uu u
k
s ¼ Pkus (23)
where the fundamental nucleus Kuukss is obtained as:
Kkssuu ¼
h
Dkp
T
Ckpp

Dkp

þ Ckpn

DknU þ Dknz

þ

 DknU
þ Dknz
T
Cknp

Dkp

þ Cknn

DknU þ Dknz
i
FsFs (24)
and the correspondingNeumann-typeboundaryconditionsonGkare:
Pkssd u
k
s ¼ Pkssd uks ; (25)
where:
Pkssd ¼
h
IkTp

Ckpp

Dkp

þ Ckpn

DknU þ Dknz

þ IkTnp

CknpðDkp

þ Cknn

DknU þ Dknz
i
FsFs ð26Þ
and Pusk are variationally consistent loads with applied pressure.
3.2. Fundamental nuclei
The fundamental nuclei in explicit form are then obtained as:
Kkssuu11 ¼

vsxvsxC11vsxvsyC16þvszvszC55vsyvsxC16vsyvsyC66

FsFs
Kkssuu12 ¼

vsxvsyC12vsxvsxC16þvszvszC45vsyvsyC26vsyvsxC66

FsFs
Kkssuu13 ¼

vsxvszC13vsyvszC36þvszvsyC45þvszvsxC55

FsFs
Kkssuu21 ¼

vsyvsxC12vsyvsyC26þvszvszC45vsxvsxC16vsxvsyC66

FsFs
Kkssuu22 ¼

vsyvsyC22vsyvsxC26þvszvszC44vsxvsyC26vsxvsxC66

FsFs
Kkssuu23 ¼

vsyvszC23vsxvszC36þvszvsyC44þvszvsxC45

FsFs
Kkssuu31 ¼

vszv
s
xC13þvszvsyC36vsyvszC45vsxvszC55

FsFs
Kkssuu32 ¼

vszv
s
yC23þvszvsxC36vsyvszC44vsxvszC45

FsFs
Kkssuu33 ¼

vszv
s
zC33vsyvsyC44vsyvsxC45vsxvsyC45vsxvsyC55

FsFs
(27)
Qkss
11 ¼

nxvsxC11 þ nxvsyC16 þ nyvsxC16 þ nyvsyC66

FsFsQkss
12 ¼

nxvsyC12 þ nxvsxC16 þ nyvsyC26 þ nyvsxC66

FsFsQkss
13 ¼

nxvszC13 þ nyvszC36

FsFsQkss
21 ¼

nyvsxC12 þ nyvsyC26 þ nxvsxC16 þ nxvsyC66

FsFsQkss
22 ¼

nyvsyC22 þ nyvsxC26 þ nxvsyC26 þ nxvsxC66

FsFsQkss
23 ¼

nyvszC23 þ nxvszC36

FsFsQkss
31 ¼

nyvszC45 þ nxvszC55

FsFsQkss
32 ¼

nyvszC44 þ nxvszC45

FsFsQkss
33 ¼

nyvsyC44 þ nyvsxC45 þ nxvsyC45 þ nxvsxC55

FsFs
(28)
3.3. Dynamic governing equations
The PVD for the dynamic case is expressed as:
XNl
k¼1
Z
Uk
Z
Ak
n
dekpGTs
k
pC þ deknGTsknC
o
dUkdz
¼
XNl
k¼1
Z
Uk
Z
Ak
rkdukT €ukdUkdzþ
XNl
k¼1
dLke (29)
where rk is the mass density of the k th layer and double dots
denote acceleration.
By substituting the geometrical relations, the constitutive
equations and the Uniﬁed Formulation, we obtain the following
governing equations:
duk
T
s : K
kss
uu u
k
s ¼ Mkss€uks þ Pkus (30)
In the case of free vibrations one has:
duk
T
s : K
kss
uu u
k
s ¼ Mkss€uks (31)
where Mkss is the fundamental nucleus for the inertial term. The
explicit form of that is:
Mkss11 ¼ rkFsFs; Mkss12 ¼ 0; Mkss13 ¼ 0 (32)
Mkss21 ¼ 0; Mkss22 ¼ rkFsFs; Mkss23 ¼ 0 (33)
Mkss31 ¼ 0; Mkss32 ¼ 0; Mkss33 ¼ rkFsFs (34)
The geometrical and mechanical boundary conditions are the same
of the static case.
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Resorting to the displacement ﬁeld in Eq. (18), we choose
vectors Ft¼ [1z(1)k2/hk(z 1/2(zkþ zkþ1))] for displacements u,v,
and Ft ¼ ½1 z z2  for displacement w. We then obtain all terms
of the equations of motion by integrating through-the-thickness
direction.
It is interesting to note that under this combination of the
Uniﬁed Formulation and RBF collocation, the collocation code
depends only on the choice of Ft,Fs, in order to solve this type of
problems. We designed a MATLAB code that just by changing Ft,Fs
can analyse static deformations, free vibrations and buckling loads
for any type of C shear deformation theory. An obvious advantage
of the present methodology is that the tedious derivation of the
equations of motion and boundary conditions for a particular shear
deformation theory is no longer an issue.
4. The radial basis function method
4.1. The static problem
Radial basis functions (RBF) approximations are mesh-free
numerical schemes that can exploit accurate representations of the
boundary, are easy to implement and can be spectrally accurate. In
this section the formulation of a global unsymmetrical collocation
RBF-based method to compute elliptic operators is presented.
Consider a linear elliptic partial differential operator L and
a bounded region U in Rn with some boundary vU. In the static
problems we seek the computation of displacements (u) from the
global system of equations
Lu ¼ f in U (35)
LBu ¼ g on vU (36)
where L, LB are linear operators in the domain and on the
boundary, respectively. The right-hand side of (35) and (36)
represent the external forces applied on the plate and the boundary
conditions applied along the perimeter of the plate, respectively.
The PDE problem deﬁned in (35) and (36) will be replaced by
a ﬁnite problem, deﬁned by an algebraic system of equations, after
the radial basis expansions.
4.2. The eigenproblem
The eigenproblem looks for eigenvalues (l) and eigenvectors (u)
that satisfy
Luþ lu ¼ 0 in U (37)
LBu ¼ 0 on vU (38)
As in the static problem, the eigenproblem deﬁned in (37) and (38)
is replaced by a ﬁnite-dimensional eigenvalue problem, based on
RBF approximations.
4.3. Radial basis functions approximations
The radial basis function ðfÞ approximation of a function (u) is
given by
~uðxÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
aif


x yik2; x˛Rn (39)
where yi,i¼ 1,..,N is a ﬁnite set of distinct points (centers) in Rn. The
most common RBFs are
Cubic : fðrÞ ¼ r3
Thin plate splines : fðrÞ ¼ r2logðrÞ
Wendland functions : fðrÞ ¼ ð1 rÞmþpðrÞ
Gaussian : fðrÞ ¼ eðcrÞ2
Multiquadrics : fðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ r2
p
Inverse Multiquadrics : fðrÞ ¼

c2 þ r2
1=2
where the Euclidian distance r is real and non-negative and c is a 
positive shape parameter. Hardy (1971) introduced multiquadrics 
in the analysis of scattered geographical data. In the 1990’s Kansa 
(1990) used multiquadrics for the solution of partial differential 
equations. Considering N distinct interpolations, and knowing 
u(xj),j ¼ 1,2,.,N, w e ﬁnd ai by the solution of a N  N linear system
Aa ¼ u (40)
where A ¼ ½fðkx yik2ÞNN , a¼ [a1,a2,.,aN]T and u¼
[u(x1),u(x2),.,u(xN)]T.
Since radial basis functions depend only on grid points and not
on a mesh (in a ﬁnite element method sense), these can be irreg-
ularly distributed over the domain and boundaries. This is partic-
ularly important for problems with an irregular and complex
geometry, as is often the case in engineering problems.
4.4. Solution of the static problem
The solution of a static problem by radial basis functions
considers NI nodes in the domain and NB nodes on the boundary,
with a total number of nodes N¼NIþNB. We denote the sampling
points by xi˛U; i ¼ 1;.;NI and xi˛vU; i ¼ NI þ 1;.;N. At the
points in the domain we solve the following system of equations
XN
i¼1
aiLf


x yik2 ¼ fxj; j ¼ 1;2;.;NI (41)
or
LIa ¼ F (42)
where
LI ¼ Lf

x yik2NIN (43)
At the points on the boundary, we impose boundary conditions as
XN
i¼1
aiLBf


x yik2 ¼ gxj; j ¼ NI þ 1;.;N (44)
or
Ba ¼ G (45)
where
B ¼ LBf
h


xNIþ1  yj


2iNBN
Therefore, we can write a ﬁnite-dimensional static problem as
LI
B
	
a ¼

F
G
	
(46)
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By inverting the system (46), we obtain the vector a. We then 
obtain the solution u using the interpolation Eq. (39).
4.5. Solution of the eigenproblem
We consider NI nodes in the interior of the domain and NB nodes
on the boundary, with N¼NIþNB. We denote interpolation points
by xi˛U; i ¼ 1;.;NI and xi˛vU; i ¼ NI þ 1;.;N. At the points in
the domain, we deﬁne the eigenproblem as
XN
i¼1
aiLf


x yi

2 ¼ l~uxj; j ¼ 1;2;.;NI (47)
or
LIa ¼ l~uI (48)
where
LI ¼ Lf

x yi

2NIN (49)
At the points on the boundary, we enforce the boundary
conditions as
XN
i¼1
aiLBf


x yi

2 ¼ 0; j ¼ NI þ 1;.;N (50)
or
Ba ¼ 0 (51)
Eqs. (48) and (51) can now be solved as a generalized eigenvalue 
problem

LI
B
	
a ¼ l

AI
0
	
a (52)
where
AI ¼ f
h


xNI  yj


2iNIN
4.6. Discretization of the equations of motion and boundary
conditions
The radial basis collocation method follows a simple 
imple-mentation procedure. Taking Eq. (11), we compute
a ¼

LI
B
	1 F
G
	
(53)
This a vector is then used to obtain solution ~u, by using (6). If
derivatives of ~u are needed, such derivatives are computed as
v~u
vx
¼
XN
j¼1
aj
vfj
vx
(54)
v2~u
vx2
¼
XN
j¼1
aj
v2fj
vx2
; etc (55)
Fig. 3. Chebyshev grid.
Table 1
[0/90] square laminated plate under zig-zag formulation.
a/h Method w sxx syy szx sxy
4 1.8937 0.6651 0.6322 0.2064 0.0440
1.7100 0.4059 0.5765 0.1398 0.0308
1.954 0.720 0.666 0.270 0.0467
1.8792 0.6348 0.7312 0.1977 0.0433
1.8792 0.6348 0.7311 0.2052 0.0433
1.8792 0.6348 0.7312 0.2088 0.0433
1.8931 0.6408 0.8506 0.2160 0.0436
10 0.7147 0.5456 0.3888 0.2640 0.0268
0.6628 0.4989 0.3615 0.1667 0.0241
HSDT (Reddy, 1984)
FSDT (Reddy and Chao, 1981) 
Elasticity (Pagano, 1970) Present 
(13  13grid)
Present (17  17grid)
Present (21  21grid)
Original Murakami (21  21grid) 
HSDT (Reddy, 1984)
FSDT (Reddy and Chao, 1981) 
Elasticity (Pagano, 1970) 0.743 0.559 0.403 0.301 0.0276
Present (13 13grid) 0.7291 0.5515 0.4116 0.2747 0.0272
Present (17 17grid) 0.7291 0.5515 0.4117 0.2851 0.0272
Present (21 21grid) 0.7291 0.5515 0.4117 0.2901 0.0272
0.7227 0.5460 0.4194 0.2978 0.0269
100 0.4343 0.5387 0.2708 0.2897 0.0213
0.4337 0.5382 0.2705 0.1780 0.0213
0.4347 0.539 0.271 0.339 0.0214
0.4355 0.5439 0.2744 0.3083 0.0214
0.4356 0.5442 0.2739 0.3206 0.0214
0.4357 0.5442 0.2738 0.3262 0.0214
Original Murakami (21  21grid) 
HSDT (Reddy, 1984)
FSDT (Reddy and Chao, 1981) 
Elasticity (Pagano, 1970) Present 
(13  13grid)
Present (17  17grid)
Present (21  21grid)
Original Murakami (21  21grid) 0.4294 0.5363 0.2699 0.3344 0.0211
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In the present collocation approach, we need to impose essential
and natural boundary conditions. Consider, for example, the
condition w¼ 0, on a simply supported or clamped edge. We
enforce the conditions by interpolating as
w ¼ 0/
XN
j¼1
aWj fj ¼ 0 (56)
Other boundary conditions are interpolated in a similar way.
4.7. Free vibrations problems
For free vibration problems we set the external force to zero, and
assume harmonic solution in terms of displacements u0,u1,v0,v1,/, as
u0 ¼ U0ðw;yÞeiut ; u1 ¼ U1ðw;yÞeiut ; uZ ¼ UZðw;yÞeiut (57)
v0 ¼ V0ðw;yÞeiut ; v1 ¼ V1ðw;yÞeiut ; vZ ¼ VZðw;yÞeiut (58)
w0 ¼W0ðw;yÞeiut ; w1 ¼W1ðw;yÞeiut ; w2 ¼W2ðw;yÞeiut (59)
where u is the frequency of natural vibration. Substituting the
harmonic expansion into Eqs. (52) in terms of the amplitudes
U0,U1,UZ,V0,V1,VZ,W0,W1,W2, we may obtain the natural frequencies
and vibration modes for the plate problem, by solving the
eigenproblemh
L u2G
i
X ¼ 0 (60)
whereL collects all stiffness terms and G collects all terms related
to the inertial terms. In (60) X are the modes of vibration associated
with the natural frequencies deﬁned as u.
4.8. Buckling analysis
The buckling analysis considers the addition into the equations
of motion of terms Nxxv2w=vx2 þ 2Nxyv2w=vxvyþ Nyyv2w=vy2,
associated with equation inw0, being Nxx;Nxy, and Nyy the in-plane
applied forces. In order to determine the critical buckling load of
the laminated plate, the transverse load and all inertial terms are
set to zero.
The eigenproblem associated with the buckling problem is then
deﬁned as
½L lGX ¼ 0 (61)
whereL collects all stiffness terms and G collects all terms related
to the in-plane forces. In (63) X are the buckling modes associated
with the buckling loads deﬁned as l.
5. Numerical examples
All numerical examples consider a Chebyshev grid (illustrated in
Fig. 3). the grid is generated byMATLAB code, for a given number of
nodes per side (N):
x ¼ cosðpi  ð0 : NÞ=NÞ’;
y ¼ x;
A Wendland function (Wendland, 1998) was used in all exam-
ples. This function is deﬁned as
fðrÞ ¼ ð1 crÞ8þ

32ðcrÞ3þ25ðcrÞ2þ8cr þ 1

(62)
where the shape parameter (c) was obtained by an optimization 
procedure, as detailed in Ferreira and Fasshauer (2006).
5.1. Static problems-cross-ply laminated plates
A simply supported square laminated plate of side a and thick-
ness h is composed of four equally layers oriented at [0/90]. The
plate is subjected to a sinusoidal vertical pressure of the form
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Fig. 4. Normalized normal sxx stress for a/h¼ 4, 2121 points.
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Fig. 5. Normalized transverse sxz stress for a/h¼ 4, 2121 points.
Table 2
The normalized fundamental frequency of the simply supported cross-ply laminated
square plate [0/90] ðw ¼ ðwa2=hÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃr=E2p ;h=a ¼ 0:2Þ.
Method Grid E1/E2
10 20 30 40
8.2924 9.5613 10.320 10.849Liew et al. (2003) 
Exact (Reddy, 1997; 8.2982 9.5671 10.326 10.854
Khdeir and Librescu, 1988) 
Present zig-zag (n23 ¼ 0.25) 13 13 8.3325 9.6168 10.3708 10.8836
17 17 8.3324 9.6166 10.3707 10.8835
21 21 8.3324 9.6166 10.3707 10.8835
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pz ¼ Psin
px
a

sin
py
a

with the origin of the coordinate system located at the lower left
corner on the midplane and P the maximum load (at center of
plate).
The orthotropic material properties for each layer are given by
E1 ¼ 25:0E2 G12 ¼ G13 ¼ 0:5E2 G23 ¼ 0:2E2 n12 ¼ 0:25
The in-plane displacements, the transverse displacements, the
normal stresses and the in-plane and transverse shear stresses are
presented in normalized form as
w ¼ 10
2wða=2;a=2;0Þh3E2
Pa4
sxx ¼
sxxða=2;a=2;h=2Þh2
Pa2
syy
¼ syyða=2;a=2;h=4Þh
2
Pa2
sxz ¼
sxzð0;a=2;0Þh
Pa
sxy ¼
sxyð0;0;h=2;0Þh2
Pa
In Table 1 we present results for for the present ZZ theory, using 11 
11 up to 21  21 points. We compare results with higher-order 
solutions by Akhras et al. (1994), and Reddy (1984), FSDT solutions
by Reddy and Chao (1981), and an exact solution by Pagano (1970). 
We also compare with results by the authors using RBFs with 
Reddy’s theory (Ferreira et al., 2003), and a layerwise theory 
(Ferreira, 2005). Our ZZ theory produces excellent results, when 
compared with other HSDT theories, for all a/h ratios, for transverse 
displacements, normal stresses and transverse shear stresses. In 
Fig. 4 the sxx evolution across the thickness direction is illustrated, 
for a/h ¼ 4, using 21  21 points. In Fig. 5 the sxz evolution across 
the thickness direction is illustrated, for a/h ¼ 4, using 21  21 
points. Note that the transverse shear stresses are obtained directly 
from the constitutive equations. Results are compared with the 
original Murakami’s displacement ﬁeld. It can be concluded that 
the present formulation shows excellent accuracy with the original 
Murakami’s approach.
5.2. Free vibration problems-cross-ply laminated plates
In this example, all layers of the laminate are assumed to be of
the same thickness, density and made of the same linearly elastic
composite material. The following material parameters of a layer
are used:
Fig. 6. First 4 buckling modes: Uni-axial buckling load of four-layer [0/90] simply supported laminated plate (N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ 0), grid 1313 points.
Table 3
Uni-axial buckling load of four-layer [0+/90+] simply supported laminated plate
(N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ 0).
Grid Present Liew and
Huang (2003)
Khdeir and
Librescu (1988)
Present- zig-zag
13 13 23.7144 23.463 23.453
17 17 23.7135
21 21 23.7134
Table 4
Bi-axial buckling load of three-layer [0/90] simply supported laminated plate
(N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ Nxx).
Grid SS SC CC
10.2100 11.7633 13.6591
10.2089 11.7622 13.6582
10.2088 11.7621 13.6581
10.178 11.575 13.260
Present e zig-zag
13  13
17  17
21  21
Liew and Huang (2003) 
Khdeir and Librescu (1988) 10.202 11.602 13.290
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Fig. 7. First 4 buckling modes: Bi-axial buckling load of three-layer [0/90] simply supported (SSSS) laminated plate (N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ Nxx), grid 17 17 points.
Fig. 8. First 4 buckling modes: Bi-axial buckling load of three-layer [0/90] SCSC laminated plate (N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ Nxx), grid 1717 points.
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E1
E2
¼ 10;20;30 or 40;G12 ¼ G13 ¼ 0:6E2;G3 ¼ 0:5E2;n12 ¼ 0:25
The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the directions normal and transverse
to the ﬁber direction in a lamina, whichmay be oriented at an angle
to the plate axes. The ply angle of each layer is measured from the
global x-axis to the ﬁber direction.
The example considered is a simply supported square plate of 
the cross-ply lamination [0/90]. The thickness and length of the 
plate are denoted by h and a, respectively. The thickness-to-span 
ratio h/a ¼ 0.2 is employed in the computation. Table 2 lists the 
fundamental frequency of the simply supported laminate made of 
various modulus ratios of E1/E2. It is found that the present mesh-
less results are in very close agreement with the values of (Reddy, 
1997; Khdeir and Librescu, 1988) and the mesh-free results of Liew 
et al. (2003) based on the FSDT.
5.3. Buckling examples
Three-layer [0/90] and four-layer [0/900] square cross-ply 
laminates are chosen to compute the uni- and bi-axial buckling 
loads (Fig. 6). The plate has width a and thickness h. The span-to-
thickness ratio a/h is taken to be 10. All layers are assumed to be of 
the same thickness and material properties:
E1=E2 ¼ 40;G12=E2 ¼ G13=E2 ¼ 0:6;G23=E2 ¼ 0:5; n12
¼ 0:25
Table 3 lists the uni-axial buckling loads of the four-layer simply 
supported laminated plate. Exact solutions by Khdeir and Librescu 
(1988) and differential quadrature results by Liew and Huang 
(2003) based on the FSDT are also presented for comparison. It is
found that the critical buckling load is obtained with a few grid 
points. The present results are in excellent correlation with those of 
Khdeir and Librescu (1988), and those of Liew and Huang (2003).
Table 4 tabulates the bi-axial buckling loads of the [0/90] 
laminated plate. The laminated plate is simply supported along the 
edges parallel to the x-axis while the other two edges may be 
simply supported (S), or clamped (C). The notations SS, SC, and CC 
refer to the boundary conditions of the two edges parallel to the x-
axis only.
In Fig. 7 it is illustrated the ﬁrst 4 buckling modes for bi-axial 
buckling load of three-layer [0/90] simply supported laminated 
plate (N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ; Nxy ¼ 0; Nyy ¼ Nxx), using a grid of 17  17 
points.
In Fig. 8 it is illustrated the ﬁrst 4 buckling modes for bi-axial 
buckling load of three-layer [0/90] SCSC laminated plate (N ¼ 
Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ; Nxy ¼ 0; Nyy ¼ Nxx, using a grid of 17  17 points.
In Fig. 9 it is illustrated the ﬁrst 4 buckling modes for bi-axial 
buckling load of three-layer [0/90] SSSC laminated plate (N ¼ 
Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ; Nxy ¼ 0; Nyy ¼ Nxx)), using a grid of 17  17 points.
It is found that excellent agreement is achieved for all edge 
conditions considered when comparing the results obtained by the 
present radial basis function approach with the FSDT solutions by 
Khdeir and Librescu (1988), and those of Liew and Huang (2003), 
who use a MLSDQ approach. Note that although comparison with 
other sources are excellent, the critical loads are related to the 
second mode (SSSS), fourth mode (SCSC) and third mode (SSSC).
6. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a study using the radial basis func-
tion collocation method to analyse static deformations, free vibra-
tions and buckling loads of thin and thick laminated plates using
Fig. 9. First 4 buckling modes: Bi-axial buckling load of three-layer [0/90] SSSC laminated plate (N ¼ Nxxa2=ðE2h3Þ;Nxy ¼ 0;Nyy ¼ Nxx), grid 17 17 points.
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a variation of Murakami’s zig-zag function, allowing for through-
the-thickness deformations.This has not been done before and
serves to ﬁlls the gap of knowledge in this area.
Using the Uniﬁed Formulation with the radial basis collocation,
all the Co plate formulations can be easily discretized by radial basis
functions collocation. Also, the burden of deriving the equations of
motion and boundary conditions is eliminated with the present
approach. All is needed is to change one vector Ft that deﬁnes the
expansion of displacements.
We analysed square cross-ply laminated plates in bending, free
vibrations and buckling loads. The present results were compared
with existing analytical solutions or competitive ﬁnite element
solutions and excellent agreement was observed in all cases.
The present method is a simple yet powerful alternative to other
ﬁnite element or meshless methods in the static deformation and
free vibration analysis of thin and thick isotropic or laminated
plates.
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